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OverviewOverview

The victim received a fatal electrical shock The victim received a fatal electrical shock 
while pushing against a metal building that while pushing against a metal building that 
was suspended from a boom truck.  was suspended from a boom truck.  





Root CausesRoot Causes

•• Management policies and controls were inadequate and Management policies and controls were inadequate and 
failed to require that steps were taken to determine if failed to require that steps were taken to determine if 
the overhead power line was the overhead power line was deenergizeddeenergized before starting before starting 
the task. There were no safe work procedures the task. There were no safe work procedures 
implemented to ensure that persons were protected implemented to ensure that persons were protected 
while operating equipment near energized highwhile operating equipment near energized high--voltage voltage 
power lines. power lines. 

•• Policies and controls were inadequate. Management Policies and controls were inadequate. Management 
failed to communicate and document the recent actions failed to communicate and document the recent actions 
that resulted in power being connected to the newly that resulted in power being connected to the newly 
installed overhead highinstalled overhead high--voltage lines.voltage lines.



Best PracticesBest Practices

Stop, Look, Analyze, and Manage (SLAM) each task to Stop, Look, Analyze, and Manage (SLAM) each task to 
identify all potential hazards before performing work. identify all potential hazards before performing work. 
Ensure that highEnsure that high--voltage power lines are devoltage power lines are de--energized energized 
before operating equipment within 10 feet of them. before operating equipment within 10 feet of them. 
Ensure that one person on the ground is designated to Ensure that one person on the ground is designated to 
give signals to the crane operator making the lift. give signals to the crane operator making the lift. 
Ensure that miners are in a safe location prior to lifting Ensure that miners are in a safe location prior to lifting 
the load. the load. 
Non conducting tag lines should be used to steady loads Non conducting tag lines should be used to steady loads 
when operating cranes where overhead power lines are when operating cranes where overhead power lines are 
present. present. 
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